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Zhang-Rice singlet-state formation by oxygen 1s resonant x-ray emission
in edge-sharing copper-oxide systems
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Resonant behavior of O 1s x-ray emission spectrum~XES! in Cu-based oxides, such as CuGeO3 and
Li2CuO2, is investigated through the model calculations using an edge-sharing Cu2O6 cluster. It is shown that
the inelastic peaks that originate from the Cud-d excitations and the Zhang-Rice singlet excitation can be
observed on resonance, which indicates the importance of the many-body effects in discussing the O 1s
resonant XES. It is shown that the Zhang-Rice singlet state can be excited in the O 1s XES final state when the
Cu spins configuration around the irradiated O site is antiferromagnetic. Therefore the experiment at low
temperatures is highly desired.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant x-ray emission spectroscopy~RXES! is one of
the powerful tools that give site-selective information on t
electronic structure of solids. In some experiments, this p
was nicely utilized to distinguish the contributions from no
equivalent oxygen sites in layered Cu-oxide systems1,2

Moreover, very recently, Dudaet al. have shown that the O
1s RXES could provide us with information on the Cu 3d
states, such as thedd excitations and Zhang-Rice single
~ZRS! formation.3,4 In other words, the O 1s RXES can be a
tool to investigate the many-body states in cuprate syste
It is to be noted that the ZRS has not so far been confirm
in the valence-band photoemission spectrum~VB-PES!.5,6

The purpose of the present paper is therefore to analyze
O 1s RXES theoretically, paying particular attention to ho
the ZRS be detected in the O 1s RXES.

As is well known, the ZRS state is a coupled state of
O 2p hole and a Cu 3d one on a CuO4 plaquette. How easily
the ZRS state can move from a plaquette to the neighbo
ones depends on the Cu-O-Cu bond angle, in other wo
whether the plaquettes are connected with each other, s
ing their edges or corners. As is well known, the mobility
the ZRS state between the plaquettes in edge-sha
CuGeO3 and Li2CuO2 is quite low, since the Cu-O-Cu angl
is far from 180°. As a result, the optical conductivity at t
low-energy edge of the interband transition is quite low.7 In
the case of O 1s RXES, however, as shown below, the C
3d hole on a plaquette can be easily transferred to the ne
boring plaquettes via O 1s core state, where it is essenti
that the core-hole hass symmetry. This point is quite impor
tant in the present edge-sharing system. The correspon
inelastic scattering~IS! process is illustrated in Fig. 1. W
can expect that the ZRS excitation be detected as an IS
with an appreciable intensity. In other words, the many-bo
effect is important in understanding the O 1s RXES.

II. THEORETICAL RESULTS

In order to simulate the one-dimensional~1D! CuO2 chain
structure in the edge-sharing Cu-O network systems s
0163-1829/2001/63~4!/045103~4!/$15.00 63 0451
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CuGeO3 and Li2CuO2, we use an edge-sharing two-plaque
cluster model, (Cu2O6)82, shown in Fig. 2, the Hamiltonian
of which is a so-called multi-band Hubbard model.8 The
present (Cu2O6)82 cluster has two valence holes, and t
spin state is specified by thez component of the total spin
(Sz). In the present case, the ground state is ofSz50, which
indicates that the spins localized mainly on the Cu sites
aligned antiferromagnetically. In the ground state, the av
age 3d hole number is 0.71 per site and its character
almost 3dxy . The average hole number at the irradiated
site is 0.07. Extending the convention used in the single-
model analysis,9 the ground state is mainlyud9;d9& electron
configuration.

However, as is well known, the antiferromagnetic co
pling between the neighboring Cu spins is quite weak, co
pared with that in the corner-sharing quasi-1D systems, s
as Sr2CuO3. Therefore the initial state of the RXES at roo
temperatures must have a considerable amount of the s
tical weight of the excited states withSz51. In the follow-
ing, we show that the spin state of the initial state is qu
important in discussing the many-body effects on the Os
RXES.

First of all, let us see the O 1s XAS shown in Fig. 2. It
consists of an intense main peak and a very weak satellit
valence hole existing in the XAS final states occupies one
the O 2p and Cu 3d orbits. The final state which corre
sponds to the main peak is theud10;d9& final state and the
satellite isud10;d10L&, whereL denotes a ligand~O 2p) hole.

The relevant part of the RXES spectral function is giv
by the following expression:10

I mn~v in ,vout!5(
f
U(

m,s

^ f uss
†pnsum&^mupms

† ssug&
Eg1v in2Em2 iGm

U2

3d~Eg1v in2Ef2vout!, ~2.1!

wherev in andvout are the incident and emitted photon e
ergy andm and n are their polarization directions, respe
tively. ug&, um&, andu f & represent the ground~initial!, inter-
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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mediate, and final states of the system, respectively, and
corresponding energies areEg , Em , andEf . The core-hole
lifetime broadening effect in the intermediate state is tak
into account by a constant parameterGm ~50.5 eV!.

It is to be noted in Eq.~2.1! that all the O 2p electrons
have the same transition matrix element to the O 1s hole
state existing in the intermediate state, since the O 1s wave
function is isotropic. In other words, the symmetry of the
2p hole state may differ between the initial and final states
the RXES process, which can be an origin of the IS.

The RXES shown in Fig. 3 isI xx1I xy1I xz for the ground
state withSz50, where only the IS peaks are plotted and t
position of the elastic peak is traced by a straight line. T
RXES is enhanced at the narrowv in range where the XAS
intensity is high. In this energy range, the position of each
peak shifts with increasingv in , which means that all IS
peaks behave Raman-scattering-like. This point is impor
in comparing the calculated results with the experiment
there is an extra continuum in the XAS as shown by
broken line in Fig. 2, the corresponding XES behav
normal-XES-like as a function ofv in . Therefore, when the
normal-XES contirbution is large, it is difficult to separa

FIG. 1. The IS process, which leaves a ZRS state in the fi
state, is shown schematically by using a two-plaquette (Cu2O6)82

cluster model. Two squares~dotted lines! represent CuO4
plaquettes. The O 2p component of the valence holes and the Os
core hole are shown on the corners of the plaquettes. In the gr
state, the valence holes occupy the coupled states of the Cudxy

orbit and the O 2p ones shown in this figure, where thex axis is
along the CuO2 chain structure. It is assumed that, in the init
state, the left~right! plaquette has an up-~a down-! spin valence
hole and that the up-spin valence hole is converted to the O 1s core
hole in the intermediate state. By emitting an x ray, the O 1s core
hole makes transition to the valence state on the right plaquett
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the true RXES component even in the resonance condit
In this sense, the on-resonance spectra of the main Op
band in Dudaet al.’s data3,4 appears to be appreciably con
taminated with such normal-XES contributions, as me
tioned later.

The XES on resonance is also shown by the solid curv
Fig. 4~a!, where the abscissa is the Raman shift,Dv5vout
2vin . The spectral structures can be classified into four co
ponents: The first oneud10;d9L& is the main structure cen
tered atDv525eV, which reflects the density of states

al

nd

FIG. 2. The O 1s XAS in (Cu2O6)82 is shown by the solid
curve as a function of incident photon energyv in . Note that the
origin of v in is arbitrary, since the one-body energy of the core h
is not included explicitly in our numerical calculations. A wea
correlation satellite seen atv in515 eV is enlarged 100 times. Th
broken line represents the continuum state often seen in the ex
mental O 1s XAS. The excitation of the 1s core electron to this
continuum gives the fluorescence-like~normal-XES-like! contribu-
tion to the XES, though not included in the present calculation. T
inset shows the cluster schematically, where the open and cl
circles represent the O and Cu ions, respectively, and the irradi
O site is indicated by an arrow.

FIG. 3. The O 1s RXES in (Cu2O6)82 is shown as a function of
vout for variousv in .
3-2
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the unhybridized O 2p bands.~Hereafter, this structure is
called the ‘‘O 2p main band.’’! The second oneud9;d9& is a
weak shoulder structure atDv521.2 eV, which is due to
the excitation from Cu 3dxy to 3d3z22r 2. The third one
ud10;d9L& is a weak peak atDv522.4 eV, which is due to
the ZRS excitation.~Hereafter, this peak is called th
‘‘ZRS’’ peak.! The IS process that leads to the ZRS peak
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The last oneud10;d8& is a
weak and broad structure ranging fromDv529 to 214 eV.
Its origin is found to be the Cu 3d8 electron configuration,
since the position of this structure is sensitive to the Cu 3d-
3d Coulomb interaction strength (Udd).

For comparison, the XES for theSz51 initial state is
shown by the solid line in Fig. 4, where the ZRS peak
suppressed, as we expect. In other words, the Cu spin
figuration strongly affects the line shape of the O 1s RXES.
It is to be noted here that the difference in the integra
intensity of the IS structures is not so large forSz50 and
Sz51. In the present O 1s RXES, the integrated intensit
strongly depends on the absorption intensity from the ini
to intermediate states and it is determined by the O 2p hole
number (n2p) at the irradiated O site in the initial state. O
result that the difference in the integrated intensity is sm
for Sz50 andSz51 indicates that the valence hole distrib
tion in the cluster does not depend on the Cu spin confi
ration remarkably. Instead, the difference in the RXES l
shape is due to the final state effects.

In the case withSz50 shown in Fig. 4, the relative inten
sity of the ZRS peak is about 10% of the total IS intensity
is to be mentioned that the intensity of this kind of man
body peaks is much weaker in the VB-PES.11 This difference
is due to the selection rule for the transition processes.
total spin of the material system is conserved during the
1s RXES process. Accordingly, if the initial state is sp
singlet, the final states must be spin singlet and the tri
final states are forbidden. On the other hand, in the cas
VB-PES for (CuO4)62 cluster for instance, the spin-triple
final states are three times stronger than the spin-singlet
according to their statistical weights. In this sense, the Os

FIG. 4. The on-resonance O 1s XES in (Cu2O6)82 is calculated
for Sz50 (v in54.8 eV! andSz51 (v in54.85 eV! as a function of
the Raman shift~Dv!.
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RXES can be a novel tool to detect the ZRS excitation in
edge-sharing Cu-O chain systems.

In order to compare the experiment with our results qu
titatively, our parameter values used in the calculation m
need readjusting. In particular, the CT energy between
Cu 3d and O 2p states~D! is a key parameter that dete
mines the Raman shift of the ZRS peak as well as that of
O 2p main band, as seen in Fig. 5. According to Mizun
et al.,7 D in CuGeO3 ~54.9 eV! is fairly larger than that in
Li2CuO2 ~53.2 eV!. OurD used in the present results show
above~53.0 eV! is close to the latter. TheD dependence of
the O 1s RXES on resonance is shown in Fig. 5. It is foun
that, with increasingD, the ZRS peak together with the O 2p
main band shifts to the lower energy side.

In Fig. 5, we have shown two experimental results tak
at differentv in .4 The on-resonance condition corresponds
531.7 eV. It is obvious that the O 2p main band shifts with
increasingv in , which indicates that the normal XES com
ponent dominates the spectrum at 531.7 eV. Therefore
cannot directly compare our theoretical result with the e
periment at 531.7 eV. Instead, we can use the spectrum
530.6 eV in order to discuss the position of the O 2p main
band@note that the position of the O 2p main band is almost
independent ofv in in our calculation~see Fig. 3!#. Com-
pared with the theoretical results, the main structure in
experiment is highly asymmetric. The intensity at the low
energy side of the main structure is too large to be ascri
to the 3d8 final states. According to the energy-ban
calculation,12 it is caused by the hybridization between G
4sp and O 2p bands. Therefore it impossible to reprodu
the whole line shape by means of the present cluster mo
since the Ge 4sp bands are not taken into account in th

FIG. 5. The on-resonance O 1s XES (I yx1I yy1I yz) in
(Cu2O6)82 with Sz50 is calculated forD52.5, 4.0, and 5.5 eV.
The incident photon energies for the experiment~Ref. 4! shown
here are 530.6 eV and 531.7 eV. The latter corresponds to
on-resonance condition. The XES intensity in the experimen
normalized, while that in the theory is not.
3-3
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present calculations. However, by estimating the cente
gravity of the main structure, we can discuss the numer
value ofD and we conclude thatD in CuGeO3 be less than 4
eV.

It is to be noted in Fig. 5 that the ZRS is always sp
off from the O 2p main band irrespective ofD. This is
in contrast to the interpretation of Dudaet al. that the ZRS
is not split off. As seen in Fig. 5, we expect that the ZR
be detected at the Raman shift ofDv;22 eV for D;2.5 eV.
In the experiment at 531.7 eV, a clear peak is confirm
at Dv;22 eV. It is to be stressed that this peak is not
fected by the normal XES, because its energy is higher t
the normal XES by about 3 eV. Even in the experiment
530.6 eV, we find a considerable amount of intensity at t
peak energy. Although Dudaet al. ascirbed this peak to th
dd excitation, our interpretation is that this peak is main
caused by the ZRS, although thedd excitation may also
contribute to some extent to this peak as in the calcula
result for D52.5 eV. We hope more detailed experimen
in this energy region in order to separate the ZRS and
dd excitations. We propose the measurements of the t
perature dependence for this inelastic peak. To identify
ZRS is important also in determining the optical gap, sin
n
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the position of the ZRS corresponds to the optical gap
will resolve the controversy on the optical gap13,14 and will
give important information in discussing why the ZRS h
not so far been confirmed in the VB-PES.5,6

In summary, the present study shows that the O 1s RXES
directly reflects the Cu 3d states, where the many-body e
fect caused by the inter-plaquette CT is important. In
case of the edge-sharing system, the CT path via the
hole state is essential. To examine our results experim
tally, the detailed observation is desired, varyingv in around
the XAS peak. The temperature dependence is quite im
tant. Such experiments will open new aspects of the Os
RXES.
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